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In the 1960s, Heibon Punch became one of  the most popular weekly magazines in Japan. It was 
the ﬁrst weekly magazine aimed at young men and in this lecture, I examined a selection of  articles 
from the late 1960s, a period of  violent student protests and international uncertainty, to argue that the 
importance of  Heibon Punch can be found in the creation of  a commodiﬁed urban, male subjectivity. 
In the pages of  Heibon Punch, the counter-cultures that were emerging along with the protest move-
ments taking to the streets of  the major cities, became ﬁrmly embedded within the ideological state 
promotion of  a consumer culture. The government’s explicit connection of  national development to 
domestic consumption after the ANPO protests was tied to American military and economic power and 
was simply one more assault on popular sovereignty. In the pages of  Heibon Punch, the political nature 
of  the social and economic transformations wrought by high-speed economic growth was effaced 
by the relentless consumerisation of  individual subjectivity. I outlined the magazine’s editorial stance 
and mediatisation of  subjectivity, within the broader emergence of  an urban, middle-class culture of  
consumption that served to blur the contours of  individual male subjectivity, and was, in many ways, 
a precursor of  neo-liberal subjectivities that emerged full-blown both politically and economically in 
the 1970s and 1980s. By pressing its readers to decide for themselves how to negotiate the identities, 
ideas, and goods on offer in its pages, Heibon Punch shifted the focus of  political subjectivity from the 
established social and political system to the core of  the individual subject.
In November of  1968, Heibon Punch carried a special section entitled Mad Age: Mishima Yukio is 
Mad! Next to a picture of  a bare-chested Mishima practicing Bushidō the article proclaimed the advent 
of  a ‘Mad Age’ in which Japan had been taken over by a ‘decadent mood’. This mood had led to the 
emergence of  a new type of  person: the ‘Mad Man’. Mishima was a man in his 40s who often removed 
his clothes to pose naked in the popular media. He was ‘obsessed with body-building’, ‘sang love songs 
on stage’ and ‘shared a passionate on-screen kiss with Maruyama Akihiro’ (better known nowadays 
as Akihiro Miwa). On top of  this, he was renowned for standing ‘in front of  masses of  students 
challenging anyone brave enough to come and kill him’. According to the article, no-one understood 
the spirit of  Bushidō as much as Mishima Yukio, but this made his ‘frivolous actions’ all the more 
difficult to understand. Even more worryingly, he was not the only example from popular culture of  
men in or approaching middle age who did not abide by the ‘usual value judgments of  society’ (Heibon 
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Punch, November 4th 1968, 36). As former editor Yamato Shiine has noted, Mishima was in many ways 
the first media created ‘Japanese superstar’, and Heibon Punch played a large role in creating his media 
image (Yamato, 2007, 9).
After outlining the spectacular growth and popularity of  Heibon Punch, I discussed the nature of  
the 1960s shift to consumerism and the promotion of  consumer society. Explaining how the magazine 
was created and aimed at young men I used the above article as well as an article by Nosaka Akiyuki to 
explain how the magazine created a male subjectivity within the framework of  rapid economic growth 
and the rise of  consumerism. This was followed by a discussion session which produced an interesting 
debate and raised some important points. 
